
Choose The Glass Cutter That’s Right For You!
‘Cutting’ glass really means scoring glass on a line where you want it to break.  
Choose the glass cutter below that’s the best one for you, comparing the benefits 
you want.  Remember that a carbide wheel will outlast regular steel wheels by ten 
times or more, and all cutting wheels should be frequently lubricated in cutting 
oil.  Steel wheel cutters are inexpensive, but will dull quickly.  

The Art of Cutting DVD 
Learn to score and break glass 
like a pro!  Find this and other 
helpful videos in our DVD 
section. 
#DVD12 

Toyo Comfort Grip Supercutter
This popular Toyo Supercutter has a slim oil reservoir handle, that fits your hand 
comfortably for miles of scoring!
#TC1 
Toyo Pistol Grip Supercutter
The standard of the industry for comfortable fatigue-free glass cutting.  Large, 
comfortable oil reservoir handle produces greater scoring leverage with less effort.  
Patented system provides a smoother oil flow and positive oil shut-off..
#TC6 
Toyo Thomas-Grip Supercutter
The Thomas-Grip Supercutter is an automatic oil-feed cutter that features a unique, 
ergonomically designed handle.  The barrel is topped with a saddle that fits between 
thumb and index finger, creating a three-point grip that ensures precise control.
#TC9 
Toyo Replacement Pattern Head
Original carbide replacement wheel for all Toyo self-oiling SuperCutters.
#TC10 
Toyo Cutting Oil
A synthetic lubricant specially formulated for all glass cutters.  4 oz.
#524 
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Glass Cutters

 
Designer II Carbide Cutter
Latest Fletcher cutter with gracefully tapered, comfortable see-thru oil reservoir 
handle, and exclusive carbide wheel. 
#1711
Designer II Glass Cutter Repl. Wheel Unit
Original carbide replacement head for all Designer II cutters.
#3712 
Carbide Wheel Cutter
Traditional shaped cutter with carbide wheel for long life and easy scoring of  
all stained glass.  (Silver Band)
#CA9 
Steel Wheel Cutter
Inexpensive starter cutter with steel wheel.
#07 
Safety Glasses
Clear, lightweight protection for your eyes!  Always wear eye protection when 
cutting, grinding and soldering glass.
#3021 
Glass Cutter Cozies
Soft foam cushions fit snugly on your favorite cutter (not included) for a more 
comfortable grip!  Available for regular or pistol grip cutters.

#5315 Pistol Grip Cutter Cozy 
#5317 Regular Cutter Cozy 

Pistol Grip Studio Pro Cutter
A high-quality carbide wheel cutter from DTI in the ever popular pistol grip style.  
Large, comfortable oil reservoir handle for miles of effortless cutting.
#DT653
Studio Pro Replacement Head
Original carbide replacement head for the DTI pistol grip cutter.
#DT656

#TC21

#TC21HP

Toyo Tap Wheel Supercutter
The four-position saddle handle fits between your thumb and index finger. 
Comfortably hold your glass cutter like a pencil, while the unique ‘tap’ wheel creates 
a deeper score for cutting harder glass.
#TC21 
Toyo Tap Wheel Supercutter Replacement Head
Patented ‘tap’ wheel for the Tap Wheel Supercutter.
#TC21HP 

#5317

#5315


